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<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>
<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>
<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>


Ens. Maverick
:: walking down hall into TL ::  Engineering, please.

Lt. K'tarn
@::on Englar with Security Squad Delta::

Lt. Kisay
::::  Working on Tricorders::::

Lt. Taylor
::on duty, at helm::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
::::::on bridge in big chair::::::comfy big chair:::::

Lt. Blade Love
@::on Englar, deciphering scripture on ruin walls..::

Cmdr. Bradley
@::on the planet's surface::

Lt. Taylor
::checks orbit::

Ens. Maverick
:: arrives in Engineering and looks at Kisay to see if he has cooled off ::

Lt. K'tarn
@::runs scan of surranding area for Trouble::

Ens. Maverick
Lt. Kisay: All problems fixed. We are A.O.K. from what I know...

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
:::::waiting for reports of deciphering of the scriptures found::::::::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
::::::still nervous about this mission for some reason:::::

Lt. Kisay
::::looks at Tricorder pile:::::  Does it look like everything is ok?  I have 12 more of these things to go.

Ens. Maverick
Lt. Kisay: I said from what I knew, sir... I'm sorry if I upsetted you.

Ens. Maverick
:: quickly walks to desk ::

Lt. K'tarn
@::deceids to check up on his perminter gaurds::

Cmdr. Bradley
@::walks over to Lt. Love::

Lt. Kisay
Maverick:  You did not upset me, but get to work on re-aligning the port plasma Relay it's acting funny again, report back to me in the morning.

Lt. K'tarn
@<Luke>::alseep while on guard duty::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Stardust: divert all possible computer availability to sciences

Ens. Maverick
:: hesitates and stands up again :: Sir, i'll help ou with those if you wish

LTJG Ziggy StarDust
CO: Aye Captain

LTJG Ziggy StarDust
::diverts Computer resources::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Taylor: make sure that engineering has us ready for anything power wise.

Lt. Kisay
Maverick:  No I kinda want to work on these on my own, you have your orders.....

Lt. Taylor
::wonders if Stan will ever be found::

Ens. Maverick
Yes, sir :: sighs and heads for port plasma relay ::

Lt. K'tarn
@::see Luke snozzing::

Cmdr. Bradley
@Love: Lt, how are you coming on those writings?

Ens. Maverick
:: after arriving in Relay :: Ok, let's see what we have here...

Lt. K'tarn
@<luke>::still sleep having no idea hes about to get in BIG trouble

Ens. Maverick
:: sits down and gets a graviton probe ::

Lt. Blade Love
@Bradley: I have a basic translation now, something about a great tranfiguration...

Lt. K'tarn
@::leans over and scream in lukes ear::Luke: Wake up!

Ens. Maverick
:: notices that he doesnt need a graviton probe, puts it away ::

SageHill
::sits at her desk, working out schedules for the next week::

Lt. Taylor
::monitoring sensors::

Lt. K'tarn
@<luke>::Jumps two feet in the air::Anyone: I am not sleeping

Ens. Maverick
:: gets a plasma inverter and a light and gets into a jefferies tube ::

Lt. Taylor
::notices blip...::

Cmdr. Bradley
@Love: are you and your team cataloging all of this while you translate?

Lt. Taylor
CO: Sir I am detecting a life form reading approx. 2 kilometers from the Away Team

Lt. Blade Love
@Bradley: yes i am cmdr.

SageHill
@<Denhorn> ::gathers his team, and starts analyzing the data that has been found::

Lt. K'tarn
@Luke: consider your self on report for sleep on duty and do not let me catch you again

Lt. K'tarn
@::runs tricoder scan::

Ens. Maverick
:: opens a panel and takes the plasma inverter ::

Cmdr. Bradley
@Love: That's what I thought.  I just like to make sure.  When is the next upload to the ship's computer?

SageHill
@<Denhorn> ::doesn't think much of Starfleet, but uses them when they are convienent::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Taylor: Life form? Specify

Lt. Taylor
::monitors life form readings::

SageHill
::gathers a few padds, and heads up to the bridge::

Lt. Blade Love
@Bradley: in about 7 minutes sir..

Lt. Taylor
Co: Sir at this point I can't make them out...

Lt. K'tarn
@<luke>:Aye Sir ::pulls out his own tricoder and begin scan like he was supose to::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Stardust: Open a channel to the Away Team.

SageHill
@<Denhorn> ::walks to Love:: What have you found?

Cmdr. Bradley
@Love: Good.  Carry on, Lt.

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
<Stardust>::::::;does so:::::::::

Lt. Taylor
CO: Apparently,  several life forms, more than one...

Lt. K'tarn
@::puts tricoder on cont scan and heads back to the main site::

Lt. K'tarn
<smith>::keeps lock on away team::

LTJG StarDust
Co: Aye Sir

Lt. Taylor
CO: moving slowly... ::reading sensors:: small in size....

Lt. Blade Love
@Denhorn: the scripture refers to a great transfigurement that happened here some time ago..

SageHill
@<Denhorn> ::waits impatiently for a reply::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
{#} Bradley: Away team, this is Griffon

Cmdr. Bradley
@::begins wandering in the direction of K'Tarn::

SageHill
@<Denhorn> ::pushs Love out of the way:: Let me see.

Ens. Maverick
:: puts down Phase Inverter and starts to re-align the relay ::

SageHill
::Olbrun arrives on the bridge, and sits down next to the captain's chair::

Lt. K'tarn
@::see Bradley head towards him::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Stardust: Have a back up security team formed in Transporter room 4

Cmdr. Bradley
@{#}CO: yes, Captain.  What can I do for you?

Lt. Kisay
:::  Starts work on the second Tricorder ::::::

Ens. Maverick
:: wonders why he is so over-cautious ::

Lt. Taylor
::monitoring life forms::

Cmdr. Bradley
@::stops to take call::

Lt. K'tarn
<smith>::runs tac scan of systems for other vessels::

LTJG StarDust
:::begins working to set up a database for the translated data::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
{#} Bradley: # 1 , we are detecting life forms near your position...have you picked them up?

Ens. Maverick
:: Notices he got the job done in 3 hours less then what Kisay expected ::

Lt. Blade Love
@::suprised at the impatience of denhorn..:::

Lt. Taylor
CO: a change.....they are appearing all over the planet

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Taylor: sent the away team the coordiates.

Lt. K'tarn
@<luke>::runs tricoder scan::

Lt. Taylor
CO:  yes sir ::downloads information to AT::

SageHill
::she glances up, and stands, going to Taylor::

Ens. Maverick
:: enters engineering and sits down at desk ::

SageHill
Taylor: What have you found?

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Smith Tac: Assemble a backup security team and report to TR 5.

Cmdr. Bradley
@{#}CO: Stand by, ::puls out tricorder::

Lt. Taylor
CO: They are coming out of fissures in the rock, I estimate around 3,000 total over the planet, approx. 40 near the AT

Ens. Maverick
:: grabs a PADD and starts to read ::

SageHill
::knows that this is going to bug the captain, but she has reasons for asking::

Lt. K'tarn
@Bradley: Hello sir

Lt. Taylor
Olbrun: Look ::points to readings::

Lt. K'tarn
<smith>:Aye sir

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Taylor: what the hell are they?

SageHill
::she stands her ground, and looks at it:: Taylor: And Denhorn thinks that this is Milenium all over again......

Lt. K'tarn
<smith>{#}Bravo Squad: Report to Tr 5

Ens. Maverick
:: falls backwords in chair :: #@$&=(&+@#&@!

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
{#}Bradley: Report # 1 !

Lt. Kisay
::::  Notices Anders sitting at Desk ::::  Anders, what did I say?  I said report back to me in the morning.  I am running Engineering tonight and I'd like it very much if you go fix something that is not here in engineering.

Lt. Taylor
CO: Captain, I wish I knew. They are small creatures

Cmdr. Bradley
@K'Tarn: Look at this::points to 'corder::there are life forms headed this way

Ens. Maverick
Sir, It isn't morning yet, and I finished the job

Lt. Blade Love
@Stardust:{#} Stardust, Love here, prepare for data upload from my tricorder..

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Taylor: weapons?

Lt. Taylor
::to bridge in general:: I can't pick up any bone structure, they appear to be formless

Lt. Taylor
CO: No sir, not detected yet

Lt. K'tarn
@::Looks at tricoder::

SageHill
Captain: Sir, I should warn you about Denhorn.

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
<Stardust>{#}Blade: ready for upload

Cmdr. Bradley
@{#}CO: sir, I'm detecting about fourty small life forms approaching from the south.  I'm sending K'Tarn to investigate.

Lt. Kisay
:::nods:::  I know, but I said report back to me in the morning anyhow, now book it down to Cargo bay for and fix the environmental controls.

SageHill
Captain: There is a reason he is here, and it's not as purely scientific as he would have you believe.

Lt. K'tarn
@Bradley: I am getting the same reading 3 metter way

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
:::::::looks up at Olbrun::::::::

Cmdr. Bradley
@::nods at K'Tarn to proceed::

Lt. Blade Love
@Stardust{#} ... uplading now..

Lt. K'tarn
<smith>::heads for tr5::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
{#} Bradley: I have a second security team standing by.

SageHill
Captain: He's here because of me, and a planet called Milenium.

Lt. K'tarn
@Bradley:aye sir

SageHill
Captain: The inhabitants of that planet also disappeared suddenly.

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
::::looks at the counselor with a puzzled expression:::::::

SageHill
Captain: But it was because they had found an interdimensional portal, not because they had died out.

Lt. Taylor
::looks at Olbrun::

Ens. Maverick
:: thinks to self, "Why can't I just work at my desk and read reports ever?" ::

Cmdr. Bradley
@{#}CO: they appear to be about three feet in diameter.  We'll notfy you if they are necessary.  Kepp them on alert.

Lt. Taylor
::monitoring life signs::

Kris
ACTION: THE BEINGS ARE VISIBLE NOW AS THEY SLOWLY WAFT AND FLOAT TOWARDS THE AT.  THEY LOOK LIKE JELLYFISH, TALL AND SLENDER, WITH A BODY ABOUT 3 FT IN DIAMETER.

Ens. Maverick
:: enters Cargo bay with sore feet ::

Lt. K'tarn
<smith>{#}CO: Team is read

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Taylor/Stardust: keep that AT lock tight !

Lt. Taylor
::nods::

Lt. K'tarn
@::heads of Begins run a tricoder over to see if they have weapons::

SageHill
Captain: A previous Olbrun host, Elea, was on the site, and found the evidence. It's been in the protection of Olbrun ever since.

Cmdr. Bradley
@::runs to catch up with K'Tarn::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Olbrun: What are you saying Counselor? That this is somekind of trap?

Lt. Kisay
:::notices Maverick has finally left:::::  That Ensign is the slowest most disobedient person I have ever come accross.   :::Keeps working on Tricorders:::::

Lt. K'tarn
@{#}Luke, Jones: Report to my location::

Lt. Blade Love
@{#}Stardust: Stardust, transmission complete, verify reception..

SageHill
Captain: I would suggest getting the people off that planet as soon as possible.

SageHill
Otherwise, Denhorn will lead them all merrily into hell.

Lt. K'tarn
<smith>::steps on the pad::

Cmdr. Bradley
@{#}CO:Sir, send down that security team.  I don't like being this out numbered.  They look like jellyfish!

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Olbrun: I think youu better give that to me again, Counselor..This scientific team was sent by the Federation.

Lt. K'tarn
@::tries to get some kind of reading from the jellyfish::

Lt. Taylor
::maintains transporter lock on AT::

Cmdr. Bradley
@::catches up with K'Tarn::Lt. set phasers on wide angle stun and stand ready.

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Smith Tac: Deploy the team and call up a second back up.

Ens. Maverick
:: thinks Kisay is the most work-the-ensign's butt off person he's met ::

SageHill
Captain: Denhorn is not affliated with the Federation officially. He uses their resources because he has a vast amount of experience.

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Stardust: prepare to bring the away team up on my order

Lt. K'tarn
@::setts pahser::Bradley: Aye sir

Lt. Blade Love
@::notices a pictogram of some jelly fish like creature on the wall.:::

Cmdr. Bradley
@K'Tarn: how far away are they?

Lt. K'tarn
{#}Bravo: Beam down now

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
<Stardust:> Aye Sir

Lt. K'tarn
<Smith>{#}Gamma Squad report to tr5

Cmdr. Bradley
@::sets his own phaser::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Olbrun: You are telling me this whole expedition is to get information from *you*?

Ens. Maverick
:: arrives in cargo bay and approaches enviromental controls ::

Lt. K'tarn
<Bravo>::{transports} to the planet::

SageHill
Captain: I am.

Lt. Kisay
::::  Yawns and the easyness of work  and realizes that he'll get done early and decides to take Taylor out for a drink tonight :::::::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
:::::trying to absorb it all:::::::

Ens. Maverick
:: does a standard diognostic then fixes the enviromental control problem ::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
::::jaw tightens while she considers::::::

Lt. K'tarn
<Smith>CO: Bravo squad has beam down gama standing by

Ens. Maverick
:: marches to engineering ::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Stardust: Prepare to bring the AT aboard.

SageHill
Captain: I'm sure that the Federation had reasons, but they didn't mesh with Denhorn's reasons.

Lt. K'tarn
@Bradley: Five minute away sir

Lt. Blade Love
@::..capturing pictogram signature in tricorder.::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
{#}Bradley: #1  standby to return to the ship.

Cmdr. Bradley
@::looking at his 'corder::K'Tarn: I can't make sense of this.  I can't get a positive lock.  Can you?  How far are they?

Ens. Maverick
:: arrives and watches Kisay out of the corner of his eye ::

Lt. K'tarn
::Notices Bravo squads arrival::XO: Back teams here

SageHill
::shakes her head:: Captain: I know you barely know me- but I am asking you that you trust me.

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Smith tac; Very Well

Cmdr. Bradley
@{#}CO: Aye, sir.  will you be using the emergency transporters?

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Olbrun: Alright Counselor. What do you suggest we do now?

Ens. Maverick
:: sits at desk and continues writing the report that Kisay will be asked to review later ::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
{#} Negative # 1. Transport the archeological team up first

Cmdr. Bradley
@K'Tarn: are you picking up anything on the Universal translators?

Lt. K'tarn
@::fiddles with tricoder trying to get more info on the BIg Jelly Fish::

SageHill
Captain: I suggest you get Denhorn up here, and in the brig, immediately.

Lt. Blade Love
@Bradley: according to the writting on the ruin walls, these creatures are very friendly, they should pose no threat to us..

SageHill
@<Denhorn> :;stands mystified by the jellyfish creatures::

Lt. K'tarn
@::taps his Univeral transltors::

Cmdr. Bradley
@{#}CO: aye, sir.  Archeological team first.  Request permission to stay and try to communicate with these thing.

Ens. Maverick
:: continues writing ::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Olbrun: I'll get him up here, Counselor. As for the brig......we'll have to discuss that.

Lt. K'tarn
@Bravo: being helping with the evactuation of the sceinist

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
{#} Bradley: Negative # 1. Lets analyz what we have so far first

Lt. K'tarn
<Bravo Leader> K'tarn: Aye sir

SageHill
::she nods, and stands, hands held behind her back, watching the commotion::

Lt. K'tarn
@XO:nothing sir

Cmdr. Bradley
@K'tarn: have bravo squad round up the archeological team and prepare them for transport.

Cmdr. Bradley
@{#}CO: Aye.  ::disappointed tone::

Lt. K'tarn
<smith>::us ships sensor to get more info on jelly fish::

Ens. Maverick
:: finishing up the report ::

Lt. Taylor
::monitors nav sensors::

Cmdr. Bradley
@{#}Love: Lt. love, report to my position, please.

Kris
ACTION: THE JELLYFISH ARE SURROUNDING THE AT, BUT DO NOT APPROACH ANY CLOSER.  THEY APPEAR TO BE CALMLY WAITING AND EXPLORING.

Lt. Kisay
::::  Throws Tricorder down and leaves for the Lounge ::::::

Lt. K'tarn
<bravo>::begins rounding up the sciencist like "cattle"::

Lt. Taylor
CO: The life forms have surrounded the AT but are not taking any action

Lt. Blade Love
@Bradley: on my way..

Cmdr. Bradley
@::looks up:: they've stopped...

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
<Stardust> CO: ready to begin transporting the AT, Sir

Ens. Maverick
:: sees Kisay leave :: How can he do that? He is on duty!

Lt. K'tarn
@::keeps his eyes on the jellyfish::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Olbrun: So Counselor. perhaps you and I and Denhorm should talk?

Lt. Blade Love
@..::walking up to Bradley..::

Lt. K'tarn
<Bravo>{#}Griffon: The first of the scienist are ready for beam up

Lt. Kisay
:::: Arrives in lounge and takes a drink from the bar and reviews some notes ::::::

Lt. Taylor
::listens quietly to Olbrun and Crazyhorse talking....::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
<Stardust>::::::::orders the TR room to begin beam ups::::::Archeological team first:::::::::::

Lt. K'tarn
<jones>::checks on delta squad::

Cmdr. Bradley
@Love: Lt, I want to communicate with these people.  Any ideas?

Kris
ACTION: THE JELLYFISH CALMLY WAFT AND FLOAT IN PLACE.

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
<Stardust>{#}Bravo: Acknowledged

Lt. K'tarn
@XO: Sir Delta has premiter stake out

Lt. Blade Love
@Bradley: have you tried any form of comunication so far sir.?

Cmdr. Bradley
@K'Tarn: fan your security squad around the perimeter.  Keep phasers to wide angle.

Ens. Maverick
:: notices a new Ensign is late ::

Cmdr. Bradley
@Love: nothing so far.  I was going to approach one of them.

Lt. K'tarn
<smith>::double checks sensor lock on AT::

Lt. K'tarn
@Bradley: Aye sir

Lt. Kisay
::::  Sips synthehol and reviews reports ::::::

Lt. K'tarn
@::motions for Delta to fan out::

Lt. Taylor
CO: Captain, the other life forms seems to be wandering aimlessly about the planet

Ens. Maverick
:: is interested in the fact that the ensign was one class behind self ::

Lt. K'tarn
@<bravo>{#}Griffon:Thats all the Scienist

Lt. Blade Love
@Bradley: according to the scriptures on the ruin walls, they are said to be friendly, but i would still keep a good distance..

Ens. Maverick
:: sees name as "Greenhorn" ::

Cmdr. Bradley
@::waiting for Love to respond::

Kris
<Crazyhorse> Thank you Lt. Taylor.  Keep an eye on their position with regard to the Away Team's security.

Lt. Taylor
CO: ::nods:: Yes sir

Lt. K'tarn
@<bravo>{#}K'tarn: Scienst are on board the griffon

Ensign Greenhorn
::stumbling into Engineering::

Cmdr. Bradley
@Love: thank you.  Keep an eye on me.

Ensign Greenhorn
::looking very nervous::

Ens. Maverick
:: finishes up report and gets up ::

Ens. Maverick
:: sees a young ensign enter ::

Lt. K'tarn
@{#}Bravo: Good back up delta squad

Lt. Blade Love
@Bradley: i would suggest the Universal translator..

Lt. Blade Love
@Bradley: aye sir..

Lt. K'tarn
@XO:The sceinist are safly abourd the ship

Cmdr. Bradley
@::walks toward nearest jellyfish with arms out and palms up, afte activating UT::

Ens. Maverick
:: thinks to self, "yep, this is Greenhorn alright" ::

Lt. K'tarn
<Smith>::checks lock on At for Umten time::

Lt. Blade Love
@::watches as Bradley moves close to one of the beings..::

Ens. Maverick
:: wonders what he should do about this ensign :: 

Lt. K'tarn
@::keeps eye on jellyfish as xo goes closer::

EnsignRyan
::::takes

Lt. Blade Love
@ ::scanning the being with tricorder..::

EnsignRyan
:::::Takes TAC console:::

Ens. Greenhorn
ACTION: THE JELLYFISH DOESN'T MOVE AS BRADLEY APPROACHES.  IT JUST CALMLY WAFTS JUST OUT OF HIS REACH.

Cmdr. Bradley
@::freezes position about 4 feet from nearest being::JF:  hello, I am Okatar.  May I be of assistance?

Ens. Maverick
Excuse me, Ensign. Are you in need of anything?

Lt. K'tarn
<smith>::lets Ryan take over the tac station::Ryan: Delta and Bravo squads are on the planet Gama squad is in tr 5 as back up

Ens. Greenhorn
::shyly::  Hello there Ensign.  My name is Sasha Greenhorn, and I'm new.  I'm not sure what I'm supposed to be doing.

Ens. Maverick
:: looks at a PADD and sees that she should be... ::

EnsignRyan
Smith: Thank you.

Ens. Maverick
Dustin Maverick. Pleased to meet you.

Lt. K'tarn
@::hands hovers over phaser short like the old gunslingers::

Ens. Greenhorn
ACTION: THE JELLYFISH DOES NOT RESPOND, BUT STILL FLOATS JUST OUT OF ARM'S REACH OF BRADLEY.

Ens. Greenhorn
Hello Dustin.  Who's the Chief Engineer?  I suppose I should report for duty...  ::looking around nervously::

Lt. K'tarn
<Smith>::heads to one of the empty bridge stations and sets up a back tac station::

Lt. Taylor
::monitoring life signs on the planet::

Cmdr. Bradley
@::puzzled by the complete lack of reaction::JF: my name is Okatar.  Who are you?

Lt. K'tarn
@{#}Griffon: Do you have anymore info on the lifeforms?

Ens. Maverick
He is... Uh-oh.... :: smacks self :: Oh yes, He is Lt. Kisay. I forgot his first name, though.

Ens. Maverick
He is in the lounge. Don't ask me why...

Ens. Greenhorn
ACTION: THE JELLYFISH ALL BEGIN MOVING SLOWLY AS A GROUP OVER TO THE RUINS WHERE THE WRITINGS WERE.

Lt. K'tarn
@<Bravo>::fans out watching all of the jellyfish::

Lt. Taylor
CO: THe life forms are all moving now...

Lt. Blade Love
@Bradley: Sir, they are moving to the ruins..

Ens. Greenhorn
Maverick: Is this his watch?  Perhaps I shouldn't bother him...

Cmdr. Bradley
@Everyone: stand back, and let them approach the ruins!

Lt. K'tarn
@::pulls out tricdoer to record the jelly fish movent in case it might give clues::

Lt. Blade Love
@::stands steadfast as they float by..::

Ens. Maverick
Uhh... I guess not... I am new here also. I came aboard at the last starbase the Griffon stopped at

Ens. Greenhorn
ACTION: THE JELLYFISH APPROACH AN AREA IN THE RUINS AND HOVER ABOVE THE COLUMN THAT HAS A PICTOGRAM ON IT.

Ens. Maverick
Graduated a Short while ago.

Cmdr. Bradley
@K'Tarn::whispers::this'll be our chance to surround them. Do it covertly and non-threatingingly.  go.

Ens. Maverick
:: sets PADD down and swings forward and backword ::

Lt. K'tarn
@XO:Aye sir ::gives hand singal to delta suqad and watch them going in to action like the pros they are

Cmdr. Bradley
@::walks slowly toward the column::

Ens. Greenhorn
Me too Dustin.  I've read all the profiles of the Engineering staff.  ::shyly::  I've read yours....You were in the class just before mine.

Lt. Blade Love
@Bradley: the being i think is trying to tell us something, it appears that they were huminiod at one time..

Ens. Maverick
Oh, really... :: smiles :: That's interesting

Ens. Maverick
:: smiles at the fact someone called him "Dustin"... Wow! ::

Lt. K'tarn
@<delta>::fellows the order K'tarn gave with his hands  easying around the jelly fish in a nohostile way::

Cmdr. Bradley
@::spreads arms out to the group of jellyfish::nods to Love::

Lt. Taylor
::maintaining transporter lock on AT::

Lt. K'tarn
@{#}Ryan:maintain a very good lock on Delta squad

Ens. Maverick
:: pretends to work on something and turns back to the ensign ::

EnsignRyan
{#} K'tarn: Aye Sir, I will.

Lt. K'tarn
@::wonders what and who the jelly fish are::

Ens. Maverick
So, Ens. Greenhorn, have you heard the one about the shark?

Ens. Maverick
Never mind, It bites.

Ens. Greenhorn
::laughing at Dustin's joke::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Stardust: Status of the AT recovery?

Lt. Blade Love
@::wonders if jelly beings are trying to warn us of something..::

Ens. Maverick
:: wonders why he didn't do the skunk one ::

Lt. Kisay
:::Sipping Burbon wondering when Susan gets off her shift :::::

Lt. K'tarn
<smith>::use ships sensor to try and get info on the jellyfish::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
<Stardust> The Archeological team is aboard. Dr Denhorn is on his way to the bridge. 

Lt. K'tarn
<Delta>::final surronds the jellyfish and take up defense postions::

Ens. Maverick
:: just standing there observing the engineering staff do their stuff ::

Ens. Maverick
:: and Greenhorn ::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Stardust: Very well. Bring the rest of the Team back aboard.

Ens. Greenhorn
::trying to blend in with the other engineers::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
<Stardust>{#}Bradley: Sir, standby for transport

Ens. Greenhorn
::walking over to a wall console and getting familiar with all the controls::

Lt. K'tarn
<smith>::is startled by what he finds:: CO: SIr i got something here

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
::::turns to Smith:::::::::

Ens. Maverick
:: leans against a panel and punches a few commands in ::

EnsignRyan
:::standing at TAC, trying to look busy, like she knows what's going on:::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Smith Tac: Report

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
<Stardust> ::::::::orders the rest of the Awayteam transported::::::

Lt. K'tarn
<smith>Co: SIr it seems like the jelly fish where once humiod

Ens. Maverick
:: watching the ensign ::

Lt. Taylor
::monitors transport::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
::::::blinks at Smith's information:::::::::

Ens. Maverick
So, Ensign... Want to join me for a Drink after our shifts are over?

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Smith: Humanoid jellyfish?

Lt. K'tarn
<smith>CO: it seems that their body where alter some how

Ens. Greenhorn
::smiling::  Sure Dustin, I'd like that.  Give me a half hour to change  and I'll meet you in the Lounge.

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Smith: Altered by what?

Lt. K'tarn
<smith>Co: Unsure sir.  the ruins perhaps

Ens. Maverick
Sure thing. :: smiles and walks across the room and starts to stabelize the less-then-trustworthy shields ::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Stardust: Get those people beamed up. 

EnsignRyan
:::running diagnostics on stuff:::

Ens. Maverick
:: gets back to work ::

EnsignRyan
::::and... other stuff:::

Lt. K'tarn
@::bings uploading tricoder info to the Griffon::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
<Stardust> Aye Sir.

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
<Stardust>{#

Ens. Maverick
:: walks into hall and heads for the lounge, knowing that his shift is over in 10 seconds ::

Lt. K'tarn
<smith>::runs sensor scan of plant to see if he can find a case for the transferation::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
<SD>: # transporter room, is the away team aboard?

EnsignRyan
::::notices on internal scans that there is a large, nonhumanoid mammal running free over the ship:::

Kris
ACTION: THE AWAY TEAMS BEAM ABOARD.

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
<Stardust>CO: they are aboard Sir.

Kris
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